
Strong Bulls: SFT, NVOS, SCHW, SPRC, NVVE
Honorable Mention: BNKU, FAS,  JUPW, TRKA
AWIN, SELF, LFMD, SPRO, KULR

Black Ink Econ Ltd.

The market selloff encapsulated just about every sector last week, but it was most dominant in the Finance 
and Banking sectors due to the collapse of SVB.  Very generally, SVB had a huge increase in deposits during 
the pandemic, and most those deposits came from new Start-ups.  Additionally, most those account totals 
were actually over $250,000, which became a huge part of the equation, which I will get to in a second.  
When SVB was flush with cash, interest rates were very low, and they decided to protect their clients 
savings by investing the excess cash into long term Treasuries.  Normally that would be considered safe, but 
SVB didn't purchase Short Term Treasuries.  Over the last year, as interest rates have rocketed, the payoff 
from the Treasuries purchased years ago don't cover the cost of borrowing new money, and the values of 
those treasuries are now much lower than when they purchased them.  
When news of that got out, money managers from all the Startups called the companies they represented 
and told them to get their money out of SVB as fast as they possibly could, especially if it was over 250,000, 
because the FDIC only insures 250,000.  That's when we had a good ol' fashion run on the bank, 40 billion 
was taken out Thursday, the bank shutdown Friday and was taken over by the government.  
Now, every bank that was invested in Long Term Treasuries, or had a high percentage of depositors with 
accounts over 250,000, is at risk of getting run on by their customers.  And, due to some deregulation in 
2018, the smaller banks no longer have to deal with as strict balance sheet oversight and stress tests, so 
they might be at greater risk of collapse.  Tomorrows market will be 100% determined by what the Fed 
announces today and tomorrow.  They have an emergency meeting Monday, and all weekend they have 
likely been trying to convince JPM or WFC to buy the assets from SVB and protect the depositors.  
Due to all this, there are going to be other banks that collapse.  But there are also going to be banks that 
have no issues whatsoever, but whose stock prices take a hit, short term, due to the news cycle.  Because I 
don't know exactly when that will happen, I haven not included TOO many banks below.  But as soon as 
there is a wider recovery in the banking sector, banks I have my eyes on include PACW, SBNY, WAL, CUBI, 
SCHW, and EWBC.  

Good luck this week!

Welcome back!

Based on all we need to talk about before Monday's open, I 
am MOVING both the Top 5 and the "Lesson from Last 
Week" to the bottom, just after last weeks Trackers on the 
last page. 

First, with the news cycle ready to adopt "panic mode" with 
any bad news, next week will again be a week where Inverse 
ETF/ETN trades are going to be worth looking at.  Last week 
UVXY, UVIX, BNKD, and LABD all rocketed because those 
sectors all collapsed.  

Swings & Bullish Setups
-For the week of March 13, 2023-

www.CatalystCalendar.IO
www.blackinkeconomics.com

Discord: https://discord.gg/eFfJZ2BGAA

No information expressed or distributed by Black Ink Economics constitutes investment, trading, or financial advice.  Black Ink Economics mission 
is to educate people on how to trade using technical analysis, and to further their clients knowledge as to the workings of the financial markets 
and technical indicators.  Any information presented or distributed by Black Ink Economics is for education and entertainment purposes only.  



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 1.55-1.65
Initial Stop Loss Idea 1.29-1.34
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 1.80-1.85, 1.95+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
VWAP:WMA TTMScalper

PPS TTMTrend

DPO_MOBO Williams %R
Relative Vol St Dev MACD

AccumulationDist RandomWalk

TTMWave:Bbands

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 1.20-1.28
Initial Stop Loss Idea 1.09-1.14
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 1.45-1.50, 1.62+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

o
Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish

TTMTrend VWAP:WMA PPS/TTMScalper

Relative Vol St Dev Williams %R
MACD, DPO_MOBO

AccumulationDist

TTMWave:Bbands

RandomWalk

Overall Consensus: Strong Bullish

while it is heavily shorted, it is also one with a lot of Insider Ownership, so it can move fast, and 
The "delay" here is more about the fact that I missed the bottom.  The fact is, the techs are bullish and 

Overall Consensus: Delayed Bullish

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

are also short-term traders were scooping up the dip. In my mind, that’s a pretty accurate description 

aggressively if volume comes in. 

Technical Analysis

of Market Makers.  

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

The drop here was accompanied by an increase in AccumulationDist, which suggests Large Pockets who 



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 3.90-4.15
Initial Stop Loss Idea 3.49 w/ avg down
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 5.25, 5.85-6.00+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
Williams %R VWAP:WMA PPS, TTMScalper

TTMTrend MACD, DPO_MOBO

Relative Vol St Dev RandomWalk

AccumulationDist

TTMWave:Bbands

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range .13-.138
Initial Stop Loss Idea .114-.119
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) .15, .175, .19, .21
Risk High
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMTrend AccumulationDist PPS/TTMScalper

Relative Vol St Dev
Williams %R

MACD, DPO_MOBO

RandomWalk

VWAP:WMA ----> TTMWave:Bbands

Overall Consensus: Strong Bullish
With the Williams under -50 and the year low at 3.50, I would really like to buy this if the dip happens 

just in case it runs at first and dips later.  This hit the Swings n Scalps scanner on Friday. 

Monday morning.  It has been crazy volatile, it obviously can go up or down by 30%+ anytime.  So I want

often a bouncing off point.  The volume signals aren't showing a whole lot of front-loading, but there is 
still a short presence, which means if it starts going it could move fast as shorts opt to cover. 

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 

1 simplified picture.

to grab it when it is within 10% of that 3.50, or if it starts to move early I might split my purchase in 2 

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 

Technical Analysis

1 simplified picture.

NVOS is highly shorted and after a recent short-squeeze, it has fallen back to the WMA line, which is 
Overall Consensus: Strong Bullish



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 58.00-60.00
Initial Stop Loss Idea 49.00-54.00
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 66.50-68.00+
Risk Low/Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMTrend PPS, TTMScalper MACD, DPO_MOBO

Williams %R Relative Vol St Dev
TTMWave:Bbands AccumulationDist

RandomWalk

VWAP:WMA

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range .102-.107
Initial Stop Loss Idea .089-.094
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) .118, .123, .13+
Risk High
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMTrend VWAP:WMA PPS, TTMScalper

TTMWave:Bbands Williams %R

Relative Vol St Dev MACD, DPO_MOBO
RandomWalk AccumulationDist

of an outsized recovery in IDEX are higher.  However, trading this low means talks of Reverse Splits 

Overall Consensus: Delayed Bullish
IDEX hit the Textbook Swings Scanner last week, and with the market so heavily sold off, the chances

must be happening, and the risk is higher.  

The opportunity to buy this for a long-term account at such a discounted value, might be hard to resist 
for a lot of people.  If I enter this, it will be long-term. 

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 

SCHW was a surprise on Friday imo.  They are more diverse than the other banks that collapsed, and 
their history suggests they have the where-with-all to be able to handle an outflow of deposits just fine.

Overall Consensus: Delayed Bullish

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

1 simplified picture.



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range .68-.71
Initial Stop Loss Idea .64-.664
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) .75-.78, .84, .90+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMTrend VWAP:WMA PPS

Relative Vol St Dev AccumulationDist
TTMScalper Williams %R

MACD, DPO_MOBO

TTMWave:Bbands

RandomWalk

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range .62-.65
Initial Stop Loss Idea .54-.59
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) .70, .78-.82, .88+
Risk Medium/High
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
Williams %R DPO_MOBO PPS, TTMScalper

TTMWave:Bbands TTMTrend
VWAP:WMA AccumulationDist

Relative Vol St Dev

MACD

RandomWalk

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

Overall Consensus: Strong Bullish

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 

NVVE was on the scanner a month or two ago and I decided not to play it that time.  It ended up flying,
so when I saw it on the "Almost" Swings n Scalps scanner (I monitor it, but it has too many picks to 

eaten up by Large Pockets (MM's, Institutions, Whales, we don't know who, but we see the demand rising. 

1 simplified picture.

still red, the rest of the techs are signaling a potential bullish expansion.  The TTMWave (which monitors
potential expansions) got above 0 before close. And the heartbeat pattern shows lots of random spikes.

This ran through the website scanners on Friday briefly, and while the day ended with the TTMTrend 

publish to the website), I decided to look deeper into it.  The technicals suggest the drop from .80 was 

Overall Consensus: Strong Bullish

Technical Analysis



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range .98-1.01
Initial Stop Loss Idea .89-.94
1st, 2nd, etc. PTs (Resistance) 1.09-1.12, 1.20+
Risk HIGH!
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMTrend VWAP:WMA Relative Vol St Dev

Williams %R PPS, TTMScalper AccumulationDist
TTMWave:Bbands MACD, DPO_MOBO

RandomWalk

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 4.85-4.95
Initial Stop Loss Idea 4.29 w/ avg down

1st, 2nd, etc. PTs (Resistance) 5.85-6.20+
Risk High
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
PPS, TTMTrend TTMScalper

VWAP:WMA Relative Vol St Dev

TTMWave:Bbands AccumulationDist
MACD, DPO_MOBO

RandomWalk

before Mondays open, this should have a great day.  If not, it could tank another 40%+.  High Risk!

Technical Analysis

Overall Consensus: High Risk, Bullish

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

Technical Analysis

futures are green, or the opportunists start pushing the market higher mid Monday or during the wk.,
AMTX has a good amount of upside. MMs bought just under 3.50 according to the AccumulationDist.

PACW I grabbed onto late Friday, with no Fundamental knowledge of the bank.  I assume they have a 
large amount of deposits over 250,000 and that’s why investors sold it off.  If the Gov has solutions 

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 

Overall Consensus: Bullish
Like all the other ideas, the risk that the market isn't done selling off is definitely there.  However, if 

1 simplified picture.



Ticker Wk High Best Case 
ATTO Hit SL Idea -10.0% Pretty Strong Techs to try again

CDAK 0.58 16.0%
ALLT 2.64 -5.7% Still in play

SECO 1.69 72.4%
VLON 0.65 68.8%
SLDB 4.91 -5.6%
VERU 2.18 -7.2% Still in play, Bullish Technicals

PRAX 1.06 7.1%
UK 1.08 10.2%
BURU 5.7 15.2% Back in pay

Overall Avg increase or decrease from NL: 16.12%

Ticker Low-High
SECO .98-1.69
VLON .385-.65
UVIX 15.7-23.0
WAL 39.1-49
DBGI 1.37-1.55

UVIX and BERZ, however once again only a day prior I had sold off a few other inverse 

trades that would have gone a long way in making last week a bigger week.  I have made

this mistake before in "last weeks lessons," and I did manage to have a larger position 

in UVIX before the market crash than the last time, but I still got too nervous about the 

fee's and general pattern of inverses and sold too early.  

68% Newsletter
45% Alerts, Newsletter
25% Subscriber Alerts
13% Subscriber Alerts

Last week I was on top of the Hedge trade, using 

Max Profit % Alert Type(s)
72% Newsletter

0.98 Back in play, wasn't +10% for long

Still in play, Strong Bullish Technicals

Has not hit SL idea, Still in Play

0.99

0.385

5.20

2.8

0.98

Last wk. notes apply, worth protecting 

4.95

2.35

Back in play in a big way, strong techs.

Ideal Entry Range
2.65
0.5 Back in play/still in play

Notes (subjective, as in "IMO")

Last Week Newsletter Tracker (3/6/23 newsletter picks)

No information expressed or distributed by Black Ink Economics constitutes investment, trading, or financial advice.  Black Ink Economics mission 
is to educate people on how to trade using technical analysis, and to further their clients knowledge as to the workings of the financial markets 
and technical indicators.  Any information presented or distributed by Black Ink Economics is for education and entertainment purposes only.  

Last Weeks Top

Last Weeks Biggest Lesson


